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MONCLER GENIUS 2020 
EXPLORING NEW TERRITORIES

Moncler Genius extends its pioneering spirit in 2020 as it continues to enhance its exploration into new horizons. 
Giving a voice to personal creativity, a symposium of designers are invited to give their unique take on Moncler, and 
boundaries are broken as the creative hub goes beyond fashion into the world of experience. Each Moncler Genius 
collection has a dedicated launch date, ensuring a facilitation of personal expression that rolls out ceaselessly 
through the year.

MONCLER GENIUS 

8 – MONCLER RICHARD QUINN 

Richard Quinn is the bearer of a no-holds-barred, glamorously feisty, gloriously embellished vision that’s energetic 
and fearless. Whilst surfaces swarm in bold prints, precious embroideries and bejewelled details, shapes are svelte, 
with a hint of ladylike, but all of it is done with the technicality and performance of Moncler. The collection is 
very graphic in terms of silhouette: short and sharp trapeze dresses and demure coats with bejewelled buttons pay 
non nostalgic homage to the elegance of the Sixties. As ever for Richard Quinn, bold prints are pivotal: as much 
as twelve different patterns, all new and all exclusive, have been created for this Moncler Genius collection from 
flowers to zebra motifs, from rainbows to checks. These are splashed onto minidresses and coats, windbreakers 
and leggings, mixed and matched together for maximum effect. Materials include nylon laqué, resin coated 
gaberdine for a stiff shape, duchesse, and technical nylon twill. Feathered balaclavas, embellished pumps, 
down-filled high-heeled boots complete the image, together with totes and sfera bags. A capsule of embroidered 
couture gowns with full opera skirts brings the maximalist ante to the max.

 



MONCLER GENIUS 

RICHARD QUINN BIOGRAPHY  

London born designer Richard Quinn established his eponymous label in 2016, upon graduating the Fashion MA 
at Central Saint Martins. Specializing in womenswear and textiles, his collections are bold and emotive creating 
a forward-thinking unafraid vision. Richard creates garments with attention to innovative fabrications, focusing on 
his ability to combine unique handcrafted skill with a refined high fashion sensibility. Richard Quinn was honoured 
by Her Majesty the Queen in February 2018 when he was presented with the inaugural Queen Elizabeth II Award for 
British Design. Richard received the Award for British Emerging Talent in Womenswear at the Fashion Awards 2018.

8 MONCLER RICHARD QUINN is available in Moncler boutiques, moncler.com and in selective wholesale networks worldwide.
8 MONCLER RICHARD QUINN is launched in partnership with Moda Operandi.
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Moncler was founded at Monestier-de-Clermont, Grenoble, France, in 1952 and is currently headquartered in 
Italy. Over the years the brand has combined style with constant technological research assisted by experts in 
activities linked to the world of the mountain. The Moncler outerwear collections marry the extreme demands 
of nature with those of city life. In 2003 Remo Ruffini took over the company, of which he is currently Chairman 
and CEO. Moncler manufactures and directly distributes the clothing and accessories collections under the brand 
Moncler through its boutiques and in exclusive international department stores and multi-brand outlets.


